4th GRADE SUMMER READING

SUMMER READING REQUIREMENTS:
1. Select 1 fiction and 1 non-fiction book and complete the book report form attached to this document. (Students may select from the teacher suggestion list or select a grade level book of their own choice.)
2. Maintain “Student Summer Reading Log”.
3. Read a minimum 30 minutes a day.

Summer Reading Suggestions

Fiction:
- Allie, First at Last, Angela Cervantes
- Auggie & Me: Three Wonder Stories, R.J. Palacio
- Cake Pop Crush, Suzanne Nelson
- Cleo Edison Oliver, Playground Millionaire, Sundee T. Frazier
- Cleopatra in Space series, Mike Maihack
- Crimebiters!: My Dog is Better Than Your Dog, Tommy Greenwald & Adam Stower
- Foxcraft: The Taken, Inbali Iserles
- Gaby, Lost and Found, Angela Cervantes
- Micekings: Attack of the Dragons, Geronimo Stilton
- It Came From Ohio!: My Life as a Writer, R.L. Stine
- Key Hunters series, Eric Luper
- Save Me a Seat, Sarah Weeks & Gita Varadarajan
- Sit, Stay, Love, J.J. Howard
- Some Kind of Courage, Dan Gemeinhart
- Sunny Side Up, Jennifer L. Holm & Matthew Holm
- The Cricket in Times Square, Georg Selden
- The Key to Extraordinary, Natalie Lloyd
- The Indian in the Cupboard, Lynne Reid Banks
- The Mouse and the Motorcycle, Beverly Cleary
- The Oodlethunks: Oona Finds an Egg, Adele Griff’n & Mike Wu
- TombQuest series, Michael Northrop
- Upside-Down Magic series, Sarah Mlynowski, Lauren Myracle & Emily Jenkins
- Whatever After series, Sarah Mlynowski

NON-FICTION:
- Who Was? Book Series, Various authors
- Big Ideas That Changed the World Book Series, Don Brown
- History Smashers Book Series, Kate Messner
- Unforgettable Americans Book Series, Jean Fritz’
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FICTION BOOK REPORT

Name:

Fiction Book Title:_____________________ Start Date:_________  
Author:_______________________ End Date:_________

Write thoughtful, detailed responses to the following questions. (Hint: You should write COMPLETE sentences for your responses.)

1. Why did you choose this book?

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

2. Who is the main character? Describe his/her/its personality.

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

3. What is the main character’s problem? (What is he/she/it trying to do/accomplish/overcome/etc.?)

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

4. Describe how the main character resolves his/her/its problem.

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

5. Did you enjoy reading this book? Explain below why you did or did not enjoy reading this book.

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
NON-FICTION BOOK REPORT

Name:

Fiction Book Title:_____________________ Start Date:____________
Author:_________________________ End Date:____________

Write thoughtful, detailed responses to the following questions. (Hint: You should write COMPLETE sentences for your responses.)

Explain the topic of the book. ____________________________________________________________

List 3 facts that you learned from the book.

1. ___________________________________________________________________________________

2. ___________________________________________________________________________________

3. ___________________________________________________________________________________

What information in this book do you think is important for others to know? Explain why.

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Why did you choose to read this book?

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Do you like the book? Tell why or why not.

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________